


  

We believe that every technology 

we are inventing should be 

wireless because it helps with 

easy, fast, and cost-effective 

implementation of IoT solutions.  

 
 Join us for the latest news on SensMax official channels:  

 

SensMax Telegram  

 

SensMax Facebook

https://t.me/sensmax
https://www.facebook.com/sensmaxmanufacturer


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Bidirectional people counter SensMax Pro D3 TS 

designed for projects where it is needed to count 

people in real-time mode. It is a wireless device, so 

installation takes some minutes only.   

You can see statistical data in real-time occupancy 

reports as well as in statistical report per 5-minutes 

time spans.  

There are options on how to export statistics in a raw 

data format from SensWeb cloud reporting portal 

using API.   

SensMax Pro D3 TS is a battery powered wireless 

people counter. Battery life is up to 1 year.  Data 

delivery to a server using LAN/Internet or 

WiFi/Internet data gateways.  

 

 

 

Application Public premises, Retail store, Shopping mall 

Operation principle  Infrared beam crossing 

Movement direction tracking  Bi-directional  

Internal memory  2000 records 

Connectivity range  
SensMax D3 LR TS up to 150 m 

SensMax D3 SLR TS up to 800m 

Radio module frequency  868 MHz 

Enclosure  Black or White ABS Plastic  

Power supply  AA batteries  

Battery lifetime  Up to 1 year 

Dimensions  67x67x25mm    

Counting accuracy  95% 2m, >2m -1%/m   

Passage width  Optimal 1m - 5m, maximum - 9m   

Infrared ray angle  Three beams, 6°  

Fixture  
Double-sided adhesive tape  

Plastic mounting bracket  

Tamper protection  Sound alarm and report in software  

 

Features: 

Wireless sensor 

Movement direction detection 

Real-time data delivery 

 

Modifications: 

SensMax D3 LR TS   

SensMax D3 SLR TS  

 

Data delivery to the server using: 

Real-time data gateway SensMax TCPIP TS 

Real-time data gateway SensMax WiFi TS 

 

https://sensmax.eu/devices/sensmax-tcpip-longrange-ts-gateway-for-real-time-people-counting-sensors-and-customer-survey-buttons/
https://sensmax.eu/devices/sensmax-wifi-data-collector-for-wireless-people-counting-sensors-and-customer-survey-buttons/
https://sensmax.eu/devices/real-time-people-counters/


 

 

 

 

  

Online reports for controlling occupancy in premises in real-time. You can set the allowed number of visitors 

in a retail store or any other premises and get on-screen notification signs together with customized text 

messages according to occupancy level.  

There is an option for occupancy report sharing via a link and open the report on any mobile phone, tablet pc, 

laptop or TV screen. For example, place a tablet pc near the entrance to premises and display the number of 

visitors inside in real-time mode. 

  

 

 

 

  

 

As well as you can setup reset time for footfall traffic counters to start counting from zero.  

 

An important feature is an option to share the occupancy report via Html link. Anyone who has this 

link will be able to see the report without registration at my.sensmax.eu online reporting portal.  

 

You can open the link on any mobile phone, tablet pc, laptop or even TV near the entrance of your 

store to inform incoming visitor 

 

 

https://sensmax.eu/software/software-list/people-counting-and-customer-survey-system-software/


 

     

SensMax PRO S1 sensor creates invisible infrared ray 

and every visitor crossing counts. This sensor has uni-

directional people counting algorithm.  

The sensor is a wireless device that works from 

standard batteries. The installation of the people 

counting sensors is simple, and it takes some minutes 

only.  

People counters sending data to the online reporting 

cloud automatically via a LAN gateway every 20 

minutes.  

You can see visitors statistics in various ready-to-use 

reports per hour, day, week, month, and year.  

 

 

Features: 

Wireless sensor 

Automated statistics delivery 

Online reporting 

 

Modifications: 

SensMax S1  

SensMax S1 LR   

SensMax S1 SLR  

 

Data delivery to the server using: 

SensMax TCPIP LAN gateway for all sensor models 

SensMax WiFi gateway for LR/SLR sensor models 

 

Application 
Retail store, Shopping mall,Office 

building, Washroom, Library, Museum 

Operation principle  Infrared beam crossing 

Movement tracking Uni-directional 

Internal memory  25 days of hourly data 

Connectivity range  

SensMax PRO S1 up to 50m 

SensMax PRO S1 LR up to 150m 

SensMax PRO S1 SLR up to 800m 

Radio module frequency  

SensMax PRO S1 2.4 GHz 

SensMax PRO S1 LR 868 MHz 

SensMax PRO S1 SLR 868 MHz 

Enclosure  Black or White ABS Plastic  

Power supply  AA batteries  

Battery lifetime  Up to 2 years 

Dimensions  67x67x25mm    

Counting accuracy  95% 2m, >2m -1%/m   

Passage width  Optimal 1m - 5m, maximum - 9m   

Infrared ray angle  One beam, 6°  

Fixture  
Double-sided adhesive tape  

Plastic mounting bracket  

Tamper protection  Sound alarm and report in software  

 

https://sensmax.eu/devices/sensmax-tcpip-longrange-ts-gateway-for-real-time-people-counting-sensors-and-customer-survey-buttons/
https://sensmax.eu/devices/sensmax-wifi-data-collector-for-wireless-people-counting-sensors-and-customer-survey-buttons/
https://sensmax.eu/devices/wireless-people-counting-sensors/


   

  

Application 
Retail store, Shopping mall, Office  

building, Washroom, Library, Museum 

Operation principle  Infrared beam crossing 

Movement tracking Bi-directional  

Internal memory  25 days of hourly data 

Connectivity range  

SensMax PRO D3 up to 50m 

SensMax PRO D3 LR up to 150m 

SensMax PRO D3 SLR up to 800m 

Radio module frequency  

SensMax PRO D3 2.4 GHz 

SensMax PRO D3 LR 868 MHz 

SensMax PRO D3 SLR 868 MHz 

Enclosure  Black or White ABS Plastic  

Power supply  AA batteries  

Battery lifetime  Up to 1 year 

Dimensions  67x67x25mm    

Counting accuracy  95% 2m, >2m -1%/m   

Passage width  Optimal 1m - 5m, maximum - 9m   

Infrared ray angle  Three beams, 6°  

Fixture  
Double-sided adhesive tape  

Plastic mounting bracket  

Tamper protection  Sound alarm and report in software  

 

Features: 

Wireless sensor 

Automated statistics delivery 

Online reporting 

 

Modifications: 

SensMax D3    

SensMax D3 LR    

SensMax D3 SLR  

 

Data delivery to the server using: 

SensMax TCPIP LAN gateway for all sensor models 

SensMax WiFi gateway for LR/SLR sensor models 

SensMax PRO D3 sensor creates an invisible 

infrared barrier from three rays and counting any 

visitor who crosses it.  

 

The sensor can detect visitors' movement 

direction IN or OUT. It is a wireless sensor that 

works from standard batteries.  

 

People counter delivers statistical data to the 

online reporting cloud automatically via a LAN or 

WiFi gateway every 20 minutes.  

 

Visiting statistics displayed in various ready-to-use 

reports per hour, day, week, month, and year. 

There is an option to check statistics per every IN 

and OUT movement direction separately. 

https://sensmax.eu/devices/sensmax-tcpip-longrange-ts-gateway-for-real-time-people-counting-sensors-and-customer-survey-buttons/
https://sensmax.eu/devices/sensmax-wifi-data-collector-for-wireless-people-counting-sensors-and-customer-survey-buttons/
https://sensmax.eu/devices/wireless-people-counting-sensors/


    

SensMax SE people counting sensor creates an 

infrared barrier and counts visitors passing a counting 

line.  

 

It is a wireless device that works from standard AA 

batteries for up to 2 years.  

 

There is an option to place the sensor in outdoor 

water and dust protected ABS plastic housings with 

IP68 level protection. 

 

SensMax SE is a standalone sensor and there is no 

need to connect it to electricity or IT infrastructure.  

 

Visiting statistics stored in the internal memory of the 

sensor, which is enough to keep hourly attendance 

statistics over the past 250 days.  

Features: 

Wireless battery powered sensor 

Extended internal memory  

Water/dust protected outdoor case 

 

Data reading using: 

Manual data collector SensMax SE/DE 

 

Application 
Parks, Walking trails, Outdoor people  

counting for non-elecricity areas 

Operation principle Infrared beam crossing 

Movement tracking Uni-directional 

Internal memory 250 days of hourly data 

Enclosure Black or White ABS Plastic 

Power supply AA batteries 

Battery lifetime Up to 2 years 

Dimensions 67x67x25mm 

Counting accuracy 95% 2m, >2m -1%/m 

Passage width Optimal 1m - 5m, maximum - 10m 

Infrared ray angle One beam, 6°  

Fixture Outdoor housing IP68 

 

https://sensmax.eu/devices/outdoor-people-counters/


    

SensMax DE is infrared people counting sensor. It 

creates an infrared barrier from three invisible rays and 

counts visitors passing it.  

The sensor using bi-directional people counting 

algorithm, so it can detect visitors’ movement direction 

IN or OUT. 

It is a wireless device that works from standard batteries 

for up to 1 year.  

There is an option to order ABS plastic case with IP68 

water/dust protection for outdoor usage. 

SensMax DE sensor doesn’t need any connection to 

power or Internet. It stores visiting statistics into internal 

memory for up to 150 days of hourly data.  

Features: 

Wireless battery powered sensor 

Extended internal memory  

Water/dust protected outdoor case 

 

Data reading using: 

Manual data collector SensMax SE/DE 

 

Application 
Parks, Walking trails, Outdoor people  

counting for non-elecricity areas 

Operation principle Infrared beam crossing 

Movement tracking Bi-directional 

Internal memory 150 days of hourly data 

Enclosure Black or White ABS Plastic 

Power supply AA batteries 

Battery lifetime Up to 1 year 

Dimensions 67x67x25mm 

Counting accuracy 95% 2m, >2m -1%/m 

Passage width Optimal 1m - 5m, maximum - 10m 

Infrared ray angle Three beams, 6°  

Fixture Outdoor housing IP68 

 

https://sensmax.eu/devices/outdoor-people-counters/


  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
  

 

Features: 

Multiple counting lines/zones 

Outdoor/indoor usage 

Easy sidewall instllation 

No-filming, GDPR compliant 

MQTT support 

Real-time data delivery over WiFi 

SensMax TAC-B sensor using the mmWave radar 

technology for people counting both indoor and 

outdoor people counting. The sensor can detect very 

fine motions in any light condition, even through rain, 

fog, or smoke.  

 

Sidewall mounting is fast and easy. It has more 

options for flexible installation for indoor and 

outdoor people counting projects. 
 

SensMax TAC-B sensor supports up to 5 user-

defined counting lines and zones. The sensor detects 

IN/OUT movement direction, the number of visitors 

inside zone, as well as occupancy time.  

 

The sensor delivers people counting data to online 

reporting tools using WiFi internet connection in real-

time mode. Telegram messenger API support allows 

getting notifications in real-time.  

 

The sensor supports IoT MQTT protocol, so it is 

possible to send people counting data directly to any 

3rd party reporting system without connecting the 

sensor to the SensMax cloud services.  

Application  

People counting, Premises occupancy 

monitoring, Perimeter security motion 

detection, Queue management, Social distance 

monitoring, Outdoor people counting 

People counting 

technology  
Advanced mmWave radar technology 77Ghz 

People counting options   Up to 5 user-defined counting lines and zones   

Occupancy monitoring   Per sensor zone, per group of sensors   

Installation options   Sidewall mounting at height 2-2.5m   

Case   ABS plastic or IP65 discreet outdoor case   

Counting accuracy   

Up to 99% detection of one person per 1 m2, 

and >93% for crowded areas with 3 persons 

per 1 m2  

Detecting area   
HI-RES 6m range 120° viewing angle (35m2), LO-

RES 14m range 120° viewing angle (200m2)  

GDPR/Privacy law   
Anonymous people detection, 100% compliant, 

no filming  

Notifications & Reporting  

Telegram messenger API support, MQTT 

protocol support, Email notifications, and online 

reporting if the sensor connected 

to my.sensmax.eu cloud reporting system  

Internet connection WiFi 2.4 GHz/WPA2-PSK/WPA2-ENTERPRISE  

Storage & Backup   Micro SD card 16GB 

Power   AC 220V to DC 12V/0.5A 

Dimensions   80x80x35 mm   

 



  

   

Detailed info: https://sensmax.eu/devices/outdoor-people-counters/ 

Features: 

Wireless sensor 

Battery life up to 2 years 

Spam pressings filter 

Modifications: 

SensMax Loyalty Button L3 

SensMax Loyalty Button L3 LR 

SensMax Loyalty Button L3 SLR 

Data delivery to a server using: 

SensMax TCPIP LAN gateway for all sensor models 

SensMax WiFi gateway for LR/SLR sensor models 

 

SensMax Loyalty button is a wireless battery-powered 

device for customer satisfaction research. The loyalty 

button works from standard AA batteries for up to 2 

years.  

 

It has three emotion icons on it – happy, sad, and 

disappointed. Wireless customer survey button has a 

plastic question holder-stand where you can place a 

printed question for your customers.  

 

The survey results delivered to a central database via a 

LAN/Internet or WiFi Internet gateway every 20 

minutes. This button model has a radio module that 

can reach the data gateway in range from 50m up to 

800m depending on device model.  

 

Wireless customer survey button has internal memory 

that is enough to store a backup of 25 days of 

statistics. 

Application 

Retail store, Bank office, Post  

office, Washroom, Airport, Smart  

building, Shopping mall 

Operation principle 
Pressing one of three feedback  

buttons with smiley faces 

Connectivity range  

SensMax Loyalty Button L3 50m 

SensMax Loyalty Button L3 LR 150m 

SensMax Loyalty Button L3 SLR 800m 

Radio module frequency  

SensMax Loyalty Button L3 2.4 GHz 

SensMax Loyalty Button L3 LR 868MHz 

SensMax Loyalty Button L3 SLR 868MHz  

Internal memory  25 days 

Enclosure  White ABS Plastic  

Power supply  AA batteries  

Battery lifetime  Up to 2 years  

Dimensions  67x67x25mm    

Spam filter 
Intelligent digital filter for spam  

pressings filtration  

Fixture  
Double-sided adhesive tape or 

plastic stand 

 

https://sensmax.eu/devices/outdoor-people-counters/
https://sensmax.eu/devices/outdoor-people-counters/
https://sensmax.eu/devices/sensmax-tcpip-longrange-ts-gateway-for-real-time-people-counting-sensors-and-customer-survey-buttons/
https://sensmax.eu/devices/sensmax-wifi-data-collector-for-wireless-people-counting-sensors-and-customer-survey-buttons/
https://sensmax.eu/devices/customer-survey-system/


   

    

 

  

Detailed info: https://sensmax.eu/devices/outdoor-people-counters/ 

Features: 

Wireless sensor 

Battery life up to 2 years 

Spam pressings filter 

Extended connectivity range  

 

Data delivery to a server using: 

SensMax TCPIP SLR TS gateway 

SensMax WiFi SLR TS gateway 

 

SensMax Loyalty Button L3 SuperLongRange TS 

designed for customer surveys at any business related 

locations.  

 

Customers can choose three emotion icons in their 

answers – happy, sad, and disappointed.The wireless 

customer survey button mounted on a plastic stand 

with a printed question. 

 

The device delivers customer replies to a server in 

real-time using LAN/Internet or WiFi Internet 

gateway.You can see statistical reports in a locally 

installed application or an online reporting portal per 5 

minutes time spans.  

 

Wireless customer survey button works from AA 

batteries for up to 2 years. It has a powerful radio 

module with an extended communication range and 

can connect the data gateway in a range of up to 

800m. 

Application 

Airport, Smart building, Shopping  

mall, Retail store, Bank office, Post  

office, Washroom 

Operation principle 
Pressing one of three feedback  

buttons with smiley faces 

Connectivity range  
SensMax Loyalty Button L3LR TS 150m 

SensMax Loyalty Button L3SLR TS 800m 

Radio module frequency  
SensMax Loyalty Button L3 LR 868MHz 

SensMax Loyalty Button L3 SLR 868MHz 

Internal memory  1000 records 

Enclosure  White ABS Plastic  

Power supply  AA batteries  

Battery lifetime  Up to 2 years  

Dimensions  67x67x25mm    

Spam filter 
Intelligent digital filter for spam  

pressings filtration  

Fixture  
Double-sided adhesive tape or 

plastic stand 

 

https://sensmax.eu/devices/outdoor-people-counters/
https://sensmax.eu/devices/outdoor-people-counters/
https://sensmax.eu/devices/real-time-customer-survey-button-sensmax-loyalty-button-l3-superlongrange-ts/


 

     

Detailed info: https://sensmax.eu/devices/outdoor-people-counters/ 

Features: 

Backup memory 250 days 

Automated data reading 

LAN connection 

 

Modifications: 

SensMax TCPIP  

SensMax TCPIP LR  

SensMax TCPIP SLR  

SensMax TCPIP automatic data gateway is a device for 

data downloading from wireless people counting 

sensors and customer survey buttons.  

 

It delivers data to a central database using 

LAN/Internet connection. The data gateway connecting 

sensors every 20 minutes to read statistics from them. 

The data gateway has RJ45 port for connection to 

Internet router using LAN cable. 

 

Connectivity range to sensors is from 50m up to 800m 

depending on device model. The gateway has a built-in 

memory for 250 days backup of hourly data.  

 

The backup memory shared among all served sensors, 

in example, 5 sensors can have additional backup for 

50 days each. 

Sensors supported 

SensMax Pro S1  

SensMax Pro S1 LR 

SensMax Pro S1 SLR 

SensMax Pro D3  

SensMax Pro D3 LR 

SensMax Pro D3 SLR 

SensMax Loyalty Button L3 

SensMax Loyalty Button L3 LR 

SensMax Loyalty Button L3 SLR 

Communication ranges 

SensMax TCPIP up to 50m 

SensMax TCPIP LR up to 150m 

SensMax TCPIP SLR  up to 800m 

Qty of serviced devices 

SensMax TCPIP 5pcs sensors 

SensMax TCPIP LR 30pcs sensors 

SensMax TCPIP SLR 30 pcs sensors 

Internal memory 
250 days of hourly data 

Shared memory among sensors 

LAN connection RJ45 port 

Configuration port USB 

Radio frequency 

SensMax TCPIP 2.4GHz 

SensMax TCPIP LR 868MHz 

SensMax TCPIP SLR 868MHz 

Power supply AC adapter 5V or POE 

Dimensions 90x66x28mm 

Enclosure АВS Plastic, black 

 

https://sensmax.eu/devices/outdoor-people-counters/
https://sensmax.eu/devices/outdoor-people-counters/
file:///C:/Users/Andrejs_gavrilovs/Downloads/: https:/sensmax.eu/devices/sensmax-tcpip-automatic-data-gateway-for-wireless-people-counting-sensors-and-customer-survey-button/


 

      

 

Features: 

Backup memory 250 days 

Automated data reading 

WiFi connection 

 

Modifications: 

SensMax WiFi LR  

SensMax WiFi SLR  

Sensors supported 

SensMax Pro S1 LR 

SensMax Pro S1 SLR 

SensMax Pro D3 LR 

SensMax Pro D3 SLR 

SensMax Loyalty Button L3 LR 

SensMax Loyalty Button L3 SLR 

Communication ranges 
SensMax WiFi LR up to 150m 

SensMax  WiFi SLR  up to 800m 

Qty of serviced devices 
SensMax  WiFi  LR 30pcs sensors 

SensMax  WiFi  SLR 30 pcs sensors 

Internal memory 
250 days of hourly data 

Shared memory among sensors 

Internet connection WiFi 2.4 GHz/WPA2-PSK 

Configuration port USB 

Radio frequency 
SensMax  WiFi  LR 868MHz 

SensMax  WiFi  SLR 868MHz 

Power supply AC adapter 5V or POE 

Dimensions 90x66x28mm 

Enclosure АВS Plastic, black 

 

SensMax WiFi automatic data gateway is a device for 

data downloading from wireless people counting 

sensors and customer survey buttons. 

 

SensMax WiFi data gateway is a device for reading 

statistical information from wireless people counting 

sensors and customer survey buttons.  

 

The gateway reading information from sensors every 

20 minutes and delivers it to a central database via 

WiFi Internet connection.  

 

The gateway can read data from sensor in a range 

from 150m up to 800m depending on device model. 

The gateway has backup memory for 250 days of 

hourly data.  

 

The backup memory shared among all served sensors, 

in example, 3 sensors can have additional backup for 

83 days each. 
 

Detailed info: https://sensmax.eu/devices/outdoor-people-counters/ 

https://sensmax.eu/devices/outdoor-people-counters/
https://sensmax.eu/devices/outdoor-people-counters/
https://sensmax.eu/devices/sensmax-wifi-data-collector-for-wireless-people-counting-sensors-and-customer-survey-buttons/


 

     

 

Detailed info: https://sensmax.eu/devices/outdoor-people-counters/ 

Features: 

Real-time data reading 

LAN connection 

Communication range up to 800m 

 

Modifications: 

SensMax TCPIP LR TS 

SensMax TCPIP SLR TS 

SensMax TCPIP LongRange TS gateway is a device 

for reading statistics from real-time wireless 

people counters and real-time customer survey 

buttons.  

 

The gateway connectivity range to the wireless 

sensors is up to 150m. It needs a wired 

connection to a local internet router using LAN 

cable. 

 

SensMax TCPIP TS gateway working in real-time 

mode and updating the central database 

immediately after visitor passed people counting 

sensor or pressed survey sensor button.  

 

The gateway can serve up to 30 sensors and has 

internal memory for 2000 recordings backup. 

Sensors supported 

SensMax Pro D3 LR TS 

SensMax Pro D3 SLR TS 

SensMax Loyalty Button L3 LR TS 

SensMax Loyalty Button L3 SLR TS 

Connectivity range 
SensMax TCPIP LR TS up to 150m 

SensMax TCPIP SLR TS up to 800m 

Qty of serviced devices 
SensMax TCPIP LR TS 30pcs sensors 

SensMax TCPIP SLR TS 30 pcs sensors 

Internal memory 
2000 records 

Shared memory among sensors 

LAN connection RJ45 port 

Configuration port USB 

Radio frequency 
SensMax TCPIP LR TS 868MHz 

SensMax TCPIP SLR TS 868MHz 

Power supply AC adapter 5V or POE adaptor 

Dimensions 90x66x28mm 

Enclosure АВS Plastic, black 

 

https://sensmax.eu/devices/outdoor-people-counters/
https://sensmax.eu/devices/outdoor-people-counters/
https://sensmax.eu/devices/sensmax-tcpip-longrange-ts-gateway-for-real-time-people-counting-sensors-and-customer-survey-buttons/


 

      

 

Features: 

Real-time data reading 

Communication range up to 800m 

WiFi internet connection 

 

Modifications: 

SensMax WiFi LR TS 

SensMax WiFi SLR TS 

Sensors supported 

SensMax Pro D3 LR TS 

SensMax Pro D3 SLR TS 

SensMax Loyalty Button L3 LR TS  

SensMax Loyalty Button L3 SLR TS 

Connectivity range 
SensMax WiFi LR up to 150m 

SensMax  WiFi SLR  up to 800m 

Qty of serviced devices 
SensMax WiFi LR TS 30pcs sensors 

SensMax WiFi SLR TS 30pcs sensors 

Internal memory 
2000 records 

Shared memory among sensors 

Internet connection WiFi 2.4 GHz/WPA2-PSK 

Configuration port USB 

Radio frequency 
SensMax  WiFi  LR TS 868MHz 

SensMax  WiFi  SLR TS 868MHz 

Power supply AC adaptor 5V or POE adaptor 

Dimensions 66x56x28mm 

Enclosure АВS Plastic, black 

 

SensMax WiFi data gateway is a device for data 

downloading from real-time people counting sensors 

and customer survey buttons. 

 

The gateway delivering information from sensors to a 

central database via WiFi Internet connection in real-

time mode.  

 

It can read information from up to 30 sensors in a 

range from 150m up to 800m depending on device 

model. The gateway has backup memory for 2000 

records. 

 

Share open or password protected WiFi network for 

the data gateway or use WPS connection function to 

receive statistics in SensMax cloud reporting portal.  
 

Detailed info: https://sensmax.eu/devices/outdoor-people-counters/ 

https://sensmax.eu/devices/outdoor-people-counters/
https://sensmax.eu/devices/outdoor-people-counters/
https://sensmax.eu/devices/sensmax-wifi-data-collector-for-wireless-people-counting-sensors-and-customer-survey-buttons/


 

      

Features: 

Built-in accumulator 

Internal memory 2000 days 

Rechargeable via USB  

Detailed info: https://sensmax.eu/devices/outdoor-people-counters/ 

SensMax SE/DE data collector is a device for statistical 

data reading from outdoor people counter sensors. It 

has a wireless infrared port for data downloading from 

the people counting sensors SensMax SE and 

SensMax DE.  

 

You need to aim the data collector at the people 

counting sensors from a short distance and press the 

button. Data from wireless footfall counting sensors 

stored in internal memory is enough for saving up to 

2000 days of hourly statistics from all served sensors. 

The collector supports data reading from up to 100 

sensors.  

 

SensMax SE/DE data collector has a built-in battery for 

1 year of operation with the option to recharge the 

battery via USB port. To download statistics from the 

data collector, please connect it to any PC with 

preinstalled SensMax EasyReport reporting software. 

Sensors supported  
SensMax SE 

SensMax DE 

Connectivity range Up to 1m infrared connection 

Qty of serviced sensors  Up to 100pcs 

Internal memory  2000 days of hourly data  

PC connection USB  

Power supply  Built-in Li-Ion accumulator 

Battery life Up to 1 year 

Dimensions  110x25x25mm 

Enclosure АВS Plastic, black  

 

 

https://sensmax.eu/devices/outdoor-people-counters/
https://sensmax.eu/devices/outdoor-people-counters/
https://sensmax.eu/devices/data-collector-for-outdoor-people-counters-sensmax-sede/


 

   

 

L-type Plastic Bracket  

 

Corner 90 degrees bracket for 

people counting sensors  

 

 

 

 

I-type Plastic Bracket  

 

Flat bracket for people counting 

sensors  

V-type Plastic Bracket 

 

Rotating angle bracket 0°-180° for 

people counting sensors  

 

 

 

 

  

SensMax Mini DC UPS/Powerbank 

 

UPS/Powerbank for SensMax data 

gateways, USB & DC charging, DC 9V, 

DC 12V, USB 5V 1A, 32.56 Wh 

(8800mAh) 

Plastic stand 

 

Plastic stand and question holder for 

customer survey buttons L3  

Two sided adhesive tape 

 

Strong adhesive tape roll 33m for 

sticking any sensors to any surface 

Lithium Batteries 

 

High quality industrial batteries 

longlife AA Li-Ion (4 pcs) for cold 

temperatures 

PoE Adaptor 

 

Power over Ethernet adaptor for 

SensMax TCPIP data gateways 

Outdoor housing  

 

Plastic housing for outdoor sensors 

installation, IP68 protection, 

waterproof, dustproof 

 

Micro SD card 

 

Backup memory for SensMax 

mmWave sensor 



  

     

Detailed info: https://sensmax.eu/devices/outdoor-people-counters/ 

Features: 

Wireless temperature sensor 

Waterproof 

Battery life 5 years 

 

Data delivery to a server using: 

SensGuard TCP LRX2 data gateway 

Wireless temperature monitoring sensor SensMax 

SensGuard MCP9800 designed for accurate remote 

temperature monitoring within range of -20°C to 

+55°C.  

 

This sensor measures temperature with an accuracy of 

0.5°C each five minutes and transmits data to a data 

gateway via a wireless data transfer protocol. 

Connectivity range is up to 150m.  

 

You can use this temperature monitoring sensor 

indoor and outdoor, as well as in wet and dusted 

environments because it has a waterproof and dust 

protected case with IP65 protection level.  

 

Very easy wireless installation – stick wireless 

temperature sensor to any surface, and it will start 

measuring temperature around. 

Application 

Warehouse, Freezing/cooling 

equipment, Food storage, Data 

center, Heating and ventilation 

system,  Smart building 

Temperature range -20℃ ..+55℃  

Measurement accuracy  ±0.5℃  

Measurement resolution 0.1℃  

Measurement period  5 minutes  

Battery type  

Built-in Li-Ion non flammable 

IEC86-4 safety standard battery 

400mAh non-replaceable 

Battery life  5 years  

Communication frequency  868MHz  

Communication range Up to 150m  

Data signal encryption  AES128  

Dimensions  55x25x12mm  

Fixture  Double-sided adhesive tape 

Case Waterproof, IP65 protection 

 

https://sensmax.eu/devices/outdoor-people-counters/
https://sensmax.eu/devices/outdoor-people-counters/
https://sensmax.eu/devices/wireless-temperature-sensor-sensmax-sensguard-mcp9808/


  

   

 

Detailed info: https://sensmax.eu/devices/outdoor-people-counters/ 

Features: 

Wireless temperature and humidity sensor 

Waterproof 

Battery life 5 years 

 

Data delivery to a server using: 

SensGuard TCP LRX2 data gateway 

Wireless temperature and humidity monitoring sensor 

SensMax SensGuard ENS210 designed for remote 

temperature and humidity monitoring within the range 

of -20°C to +55°C and 0%-100% RH.  

 

SensGuard ENS210 wireless temperature and 

humidity sensor measurement accuracy are ±0.5℃ 

and 3.5% RH. 

 

The sensor reads temperature and humidity 

parameters every five minutes and transmits data to a 

data gateway via a wireless data transfer protocol. The 

connectivity range is up to 150m.  

 

The sensor delivers temperature and humidity 

parameters to a cloud reporting portal every 5 

minutes.  

Application 

Warehouse, Freezing/cooling 

equipment, Food storage, Data 

center, Heating and ventilation 

system,  Smart building, Greenhouse 

Parameters control range -20℃ ..+55℃, 0..100% RH  

Measurement accuracy  ±0.5℃, ±3.5% RH 

Measurement resolution  0.1℃, 01% RH 

Measurement period  5 minutes  

Battery type  

Built-in Li-Ion non flammable 

IEC86-4 safety standard battery 

400mAh non-replaceable 

Battery life  5 years  

Communication frequency  868MHz  

Communication range Up to 150m  

Data signal encryption  AES128  

Dimensions  55x25x12mm  

Fixture  Double-sided adhesive tape  

Case Waterproof, IP65 protection 

 

https://sensmax.eu/devices/outdoor-people-counters/
https://sensmax.eu/devices/outdoor-people-counters/
https://sensmax.eu/devices/wireless-temperature-and-humidity-sensor-sensmax-sensguard-ens210/


  

     

Detailed info: https://sensmax.eu/devices/outdoor-people-counters/ 

Features: 

Wireless temperature sensor 

Replaceable batteries 

Sensor probe 

 

Data delivery to a server using: 

SensGuard TCP LRX2 data gateway 

Remote temperature sensor with probe SensMax 

SensGuard DS18B20 is a wireless sensor for 

temperature monitoring in a range of -30°C and up to 

+120°C.  

 

This temperature sensor works from standard AAA 

batteries for 5 years. The sensor measures 

temperature within ±0.5℃ accuracy and 0.1℃ 

resolution.  

 

It has a 1.5m long temperature probe that helps to 

install it in hardly accessible spots. Temperature 

readings delivered to an online database every 5 

minutes through LAN/Internet gateway.  

 

Wireless temperature sensor DS18B20 can connect 

the data gateway in range of up to 150m. 

Application 

Freezing/cooling equipment,   

Food storage, Data center,  

Heating and ventilation system,   

Smart building, Laboratory 

Temperature range  -30℃ ..+120℃  

Temperature probe length 1.5 m 

Measurement accuracy  ±0.5℃ 

Measurement resolution  0.1℃ 

Measurement period  5 minutes  

Battery type  2xAAA 

Battery life  5 years  

Communication frequency  868MHz  

Communication range  Up to 150m  

Data signal encryption AES128  

Dimensions 67x67x25mm    

Fixture Double-sided adhesive tape 

 

https://sensmax.eu/devices/wireless-temperature-sensor-with-probe-sensmax-sensguard-ds18b20/
https://sensmax.eu/devices/outdoor-people-counters/
https://sensmax.eu/devices/outdoor-people-counters/


  

     

Features: 

Wireless temperature sensor 

Replaceable batteries 

Sensor probe 

Extended temperature range 

 

Data delivery to a server using: 

SensGuard TCP LRX2 data gateway 

Wireless temperature sensor with probe SensMax 

SensGuard PT100 designed for temperature 

monitoring in a range of -50°C and up to +200°C.  

 

This sensor measures temperature with ±0.2℃ 

accuracy and 0.1℃ resolution using a temperature 

probe with a length of 1.5m. It works using standard 

AAA batteries for at least 5 years. 

 

Temperature measurements delivered from the 

sensor to a server every 5 minutes using LAN/Internet 

gateway.  

 

Wireless sensor connectivity range to the data gateway 

is up to 150m. 
Application 

Freezing/cooling equipment,   

Food storage, Data center,  

Heating and ventilation system,   

Smart building, Industrial  

environment, Laboratory 

Temperature range  -50℃ ..+ 200℃  

Temperature probe length 1.5 m 

Measurement accuracy  ±0.2℃ 

Measurement resolution  0.1℃ 

Measurement period  5 minutes  

Battery type  2xAAA 

Battery life  5 years  

Communication frequency  868MHz  

Communication range  Up to 150m  

Data signal encryption AES128  

Dimensions 67x67x25mm    

Fixture Double-sided adhesive tape 

 

https://sensmax.eu/devices/wireless-temperature-sensor-with-probe-sensmax-sensguard-pt100/


  

     

Features: 

Wireless temperature sensor 

Replaceable batteries 

Sensor probe 

Extended temperature range 

High accuracy measurements 

 

Data delivery to a server using: 

SensGuard TCP LRX2 data gateway 

SensMax SensGuard PT100 HIGH ACCURACY is a 

wireless temperature sensor designed for 

temperature monitoring in a range of -200°C and up 

to +200°C.  

 

The sensor works from two AAA batteries forup to 2 

years. Temperature measurement accuracy is ±0.1℃ 

and resolution is 0.01℃.  

 

It has the 1.5m long temperature probe that is used 

for extreme cold and high temperature 

measurements.  

 

Remote temperature sensor delivers statistics to a 

server using LAN/Internet gateways for every 5 

minutes. Connectivity range to the data gateway is up 

to 150m. 

Application 

Freezing/cooling equipment,   

Heating and ventilation system,   

Industrial environment,  

Laboratory, 

Temperature range  -200℃ ..+ 200℃  

Temperature probe length 1.5 m 

Measurement accuracy  ±0.1℃ 

Measurement resolution  0.01℃ 

Measurement period  5 minutes  

Battery type  2xAAA 

Battery life 2 years  

Communication frequency  868MHz  

Communication range  Up to 150m  

Data signal encryption AES128  

Dimensions 67x67x25mm    

Fixture Double-sided adhesive tape 

 

https://sensmax.eu/devices/remote-temperature-sensor-with-probe-sensmax-sensguard-pt100-high-accuracy/


 

     

 

 

 

 

Devices supported  

SensGuard MCP9808 

SensGuard ENS210 

SensGuard DS1820  

SensGuard PT100 

SensGuard PT100HA 

Communication ranges  Up to 150m  

Communication frequency 868Mhz 

Data signal encryption AES128  

Qty of serviced devices  Up to 250 wireless sensors 

Internal memory  

The short term shared backup  

memory  (5 sensors 18h, 200  

sensors 30 min) 

LAN connection  RJ45  

Configuration port  USB  

Power supply  AC adapter 5V or POE  

Dimensions  90x66x28mm  

Frame  АВS Plastic, black  

Fixture Double-sided adhesive tape 

 

SensMax SensGuard TCP LR X2 remote 

monitoring system gateway is a LAN-connected 

device for reading data from various types of 

temperature and humidity sensors. 

 

This gateway supports data collection from up to 

250 sensors. Communication distance to wireless 

sensors is up to 150m. It has a standard RJ45 port 

for connection to a local router and provides 

automatic data forwarding to the online reporting 

portal.  

 

SensMax SensGuard TCP LR X2 data gateway has 

internal memory for short time data backup. In 

case of any Internet connection problems, the 

data gateway will save records internally and will 

update the online database automatically once 

the connection restored.  

Features: 

Supports 250pcs sensors 

Communication range up to 150m 

LAN connection 

 

https://sensmax.eu/devices/remote-monitoring-system-data-gateway-sensmax-sensguard-tcp-lr-x2/

